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Forman — […] the EXEMPTION for GOLF COURSES should be WITHDRAWN.

Run-off from GOLF pesticides ultimately ends up in our water, threatening drinking water supplies, to be sure, but also aquatic wildlife and fish. […]
More worrisome still, scientific studies — and the [internationally-discredited] College of Family Physicians has been excellent at these — on golf course superintendents, who, as we know, spend a lot of time around pesticides, show that these workers have elevated levels of mortality from cancer. I do have the studies here.

While we recognize that GOLF COURSES face some special challenges in eliminating pesticides, a permanent legislated exemption, which is what the government's proposing, we believe is NOT WARRANTED, and frankly is inconsistent with the intention of the bill.

After all, golf pesticides, strictly speaking, are a «cosmetic use» as defined in the legislation — i.e., non-essential.

There are at least two PESTICIDE-FREE GOLF COURSES in Canada, as you know: [Two ATYPICAL golf courses out of a total of 2000.]

There's one in Nova Scotia, Fiddler's Green; and there's another in British Columbia, Blackburn.

[So-called «organic» golf courses are NOT regulated, and often do not have «high-end» playing conditions, which can be inadequate for the golf customer. Nor do these clubs seem to have difficult growing conditions because of a temperate climate and low number of players.]

We see no reason why Ontario operators could not follow in the footsteps of these industry leaders. [?!?!]

We also believe, frankly, that there's an economic argument to be made here, that going PESTICIDE-FREE could INCREASE GOLF CLUB REVENUES AND PROFIT, leading to some economic stimulation and some job growth. [Wrong! ]
Would today's health-conscious golfer be willing to pay just a little more to play on a safer, more environmentally friendly surface?

We think the answer is yes.

Finally — I will wrap up, Mr. Chair; I'm mindful of the time — we urge you to REMOVE the bill's EXEMPTION for the so-called « other prescribed uses ».

This catch-all clause would, we fear, allow pesticide applications for any and every use.

Certainly it could be used to justify cosmetic spraying, which would clearly undermine the bill's whole intention.

If the issue here is ensuring that pesticides can be used for emergencies, for health and safety issues or for prevention of illness, surely that's already covered under the quite reasonable health and safety exemption.

As a doctor's organization, we can see no possible justification for an exemption that's as broad and as vague as the so-called « other prescribed uses ».

If allowed to stand, it could undermine everything the legislation hopes to achieve.

In sum, the Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment is VERY SUPPORTIVE OF THE PROPOSED BAN.
We only ask that you drop the clause referring to municipal powers, and that you REMOVE THE EXEMPTION FOR GOLF COURSES and the so-called « other prescribed uses ».

Mr. Chair, I’m happy to answer any questions.

The Chair ( Shafiq Qaadri ) —

Thank you, Mr. Forman.

About a minute per side, beginning with Mr. Tabuns.

Peter Tabuns —

Could you speak directly to the whole question of health impacts on golf grounds managers?

Forman —

Sure.

There’s been a fair bit of research done in this area.

One of the studies that I’m looking at, from the [ internationally-discredited ] Ontario College of Family Physicians’ Pesticide Literature Review – they did what’s called a cohort study.
They looked at 680 deceased male members of what they call the GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

They compared them to cancer mortality in the general U.S. male population and they found that on a whole range of cancers, this cohort of GOLF SUPERINTENDENTS had HIGHER MORTALITY from cancers. [?/?!]

I’m talking about lung cancer, brain cancer, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and prostate cancer. [?/?!]

So there is a fair bit of evidence that these people who spend a lot of their time around pesticides are at increased risk for mortality from cancer. [Wrong !]

[ The results showed an excess number of deaths among golf course superintendents for lung cancer.

The most likely cause of this elevated risk was the smoking habits of the cohort. Other forms of cancer were attributed to dietary and other life-style factors. ]

Peter Tabuns —

Thank you.

The Chair (Shafiq Qaadri) —

To the government side.
Kevin Daniel Flynn —

Thank you for the presentation.

Could you comment on your knowledge of the experience of other jurisdictions that have implemented pesticide bans?

Forman —

Sure.

The best example, as you know, is the province of Quebec.

What we saw in Quebec, based on Statistics Canada, was a dramatic drop in pesticide use following their province-wide ban on these products.

They had about a 50% drop in household pesticide use, according to Statistics Canada.

So they're very effective in doing what they're trying to do, which is reduce the non-essential use of pesticides.

The Chair (Shafiq Qaadri) —

To the PC side.
Laurie Scott —

I just wondered if you could say, in a word or two, what is the active ingredient that you say is linking the workers on the GOLF COURSE to an increased risk of cancer?

Forman —

There’s a whole range of active ingredients, and different GOLF COURSES use different products.

We’re concerned with a whole range of products.

Laurie Scott —

We have Health Canada, which you haven’t mentioned, and they do all the approvals.

Forman —

They do registrations, yes.

Laurie Scott —

Yes.

So does Health Canada have no credibility in these studies?
Forman —

Sure, they have credibility.

Laurie Scott —

So you don't believe what they're saying?

Because they're saying that they have tested the most susceptible portions of the population, and they find no harm or linkages with these ingredients.

Forman —

With all due respect, that’s not quite what they say. They say, first of all, that all pesticides come with risks, and they do.

[ It can be said that ladders are dangerous when not used responsibly. The same can be true of pest control products. Overall, when they are used properly, there are NO harmful irreversible effects to health and the environment! Conventional pest control products are SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE since they have been scrutinized and approved by the HUNDREDS of expert scientists at Health Canada! Is this enough? Not according to Forman. ]

There’s a whole range of pesticides that they’ve looked at, and some are more harmful than others.

But to say that there’s no harm from them I don’t think is quite accurate.
Laurie Scott —

Well, I can use quotes that they say when their use is prescribed — they measure on the amount that is used, but it’s used as directed on the labels, which are, again, all approved by Health Canada.

I’m trying to get the science behind all of this so that we have accurate information, and Health Canada is the regulatory body in that manner.

Forman —

Sure. There’s a huge amount of science.

A lot of the science that they use is animal science. [ ?!?! ]

What the doctors and nurses in the cancer Society tend to look at is human science; in other words, EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES.

[ Some epidemiological studies may show a WEAK, in most cases a VERY WEAK, link between some pest control products and cancer. Epidemiology studies on their own are difficult to interpret because biases and confounding factors often preclude any convincing link between specific pesticide exposures and effects. ]

For example, the CANADIAN PEDIATRIC SOCIETY [ sic ] two years ago published a paper on 2,4-D — this is doctors now — and doctors said: « 2,4-D can be persuasively linked to cancers, neurological impairment and reproductive problems. » [ Wrong ! ]
The people who wrote the April 2006 DISGRACEFUL and UNSCIENTIFIC article have ABSOLUTELY NO competent expertise, recognized training, or background, in matters concerning pest control products.

Moreover, the two primary authors are PERSONALLY ALLIED with Forman as co-conspirators in the prohibition of federally legal, scientifically safe, and totally irreplaceable pest control products. This report is far from being independent and unbiased. In fact, it may have just as well been written by Forman himself.

Finally, the Canadian Paediatric Society (CPS) has told Forman NOT TO CITE this article. The authors have NO AFFILIATION with CPS. It was NOT written by the Canadian Paediatric Society, and does not reflect the opinion of CPS. Canadian Paediatric Society does not have ANY position statements on the use of pest control products.

The April 2006 article is TOTALLY VALUELESS and UTTERLY WORTHLESS. 

Forman —

So if you look at what doctors are saying ...

The Chair (Shafiq Qaadri) —

I’m going to have to intervene there, Mr. Forman.

Despite this being, of course, an ultimately important point, I would, as I say, encourage you to communicate the materials in question and answer later, perhaps through the committee or even directly.

So thank you for your presentation on behalf of the Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment.
Nowadays ...

We are expected to believe that doctors are a credible group of environmentalists. Doctors are merely well-paid technicians. They certainly cannot be trusted about pest control products.
Facts about physicians ...

They are not researchers. They are not scientists. They are not experts in the field of pest control products. To be blunt, they are merely technicians with prescription pads and bed-pans!
THE MALICIOUS PROHIBITION IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

Prohibition legislation DESTROYED the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry.

On April 22nd, 2009, the Government of Ontario implemented legislation for the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of pest control products.

An Exception Status was provided to golf courses, some sport fields, specialty turf, forestry, and agriculture — industries that have employed the very same pest control products otherwise prohibited for the Professional Lawn Care Industry.

The legislation was implemented despite the fact that the prohibited pest control products were still FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE.

Moreover, there were serious issues with the Ontario Minister of the Environment, John Gerretsen, who was responsible for implementing prohibition.

Gerretsen was INDISCREET with his CLOSE PUBLIC ASSOCIATIONS with RADICAL and SUBVERSIVE Enviro-Maniac-Activists.

Gerretsen was DEMOTED and DUMPED from Cabinet on August 18th, 2010.

THE HORRENDOUS CARNAGE IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

DAMAGES to the Professional Lawn Care Industry were EXTENSIVE because there were NO valid economical alternatives to replace the prohibited products.

VIRTUALLY ALL Green Alternatives were almost TOTAL INEFFECTIVE except under very specific circumstances.

The Green Alternatives were BOGUS.

There were also questions about their TOXICITY.

Consequently, Professional Lawn Care Companies were UNABLE to provide adequate weed and insect control, and were UNABLE to keep their customers satisfied.

In 2009, the Ontario Professional Lawn Care Industry lost over 300,000,000 DOLLARS.

In 2010, observers expected losses to reach 500,000,000 DOLLARS.

By late 2009, 40 to 70 % of Professional Lawn Care customers were ANNIHILATED.

Because of the PROHIBITION CONSPIRACY, Professional Lawn Care businesses were forced to TERMINATE many or most of their employees.

By late 2009, OVER 5,000 HAPLESS VICTIMS were UNEMPLOYED (full time employees and summer students).

In 2010, observers expected 8,300 to 12,500 UNEMPLOYED.

Because of the PROHIBITION CONSPIRACY, Professional Lawn Care businesses, which at one time provided a good living and some equity for eventual sale for retirement, became WORTHLESS!
Because of prohibition, many multi-vehicle Professional Lawn Care businesses were forced to DOWN-SIZE their operations to a single truck.

By 2010, there was a GLUT OF USED-EQUIPMENT-FOR-SALE because of the DOWN-SIZING and EXODUS of Professional Lawn Care businesses.

Several dozen companies were forced to exit the market by late 2009.

BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCIES, AND ABANDONMENT

Within 36 months after the implementation of prohibition, observers expected 780 BUSINESS FAILURES or BANKRUPTCIES.

Unfortunately, the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of pest control products guaranteed that no one would be able to buy or sell a Professional Lawn Care business!

Because of the PROHIBITION CONSPIRACY, observers expected that many Professional Lawn Care businesses would simply be ABANDONED.

Prohibition legislation DESTROYED the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry.

ENVIRONMENTAL–TERROR–ORGANIZATIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROHIBITION

As of 2010, there are fifteen principal Environmental–Terror–Organizations that operated in the Province of Ontario —

- Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment (CAPE)
- Canadian Cancer Society (CCS)
- Canadian Environmental Law Association (CELA)
- Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario (CHEO)
- David Suzuki Foundation
- Ecojustice Canada
- Environmental Defence
- Ontario College of Family Physicians (OCFP)
- Ontario Medical Association (OMA) — Pediatrics Section
- Ontario Public Health Association (OPHA)
- Organic Landscape Alliance (OLA)
- Coalition For Pesticide Reform Ontario
- Prevent Cancer Now
- Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario (RNAO)
- The Learning Disabilities Association of Canada (LDAC).

DESCRIPTION OF REPUGNANT CAPE

Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment (CAPE) is a MILLIONAIRE Environmental–Terror–Organization, and a MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR MONEY-MAKING MACHINE.

CAPE is a vast profit-making Environmental–Terror–Organization operated by a handful of Enviro-Maniac–Activists who are PAID–FOR–PROFIT as SUBVERSIVE LOBBYISTS with a mandate to COerce, INTimidate, and ALARM THE PUBLIC and GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS.

NOT A SINGLE person in CAPE has ANY recognized expertise, training or background in matters concerning pest control products!

CAPE DOES NOT have ANY qualified laboratories for testing pest control products.
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In fact, it has NO laboratories whatsoever.

CAPE–Enviro–Maniacs have compensated for their lack of expertise by frequently resorting to MYTHS, DECEPTIONS, FEAR–MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES about pest control products.

Some of the people who operate CAPE also operate other Environmental–Terror–Organizations, such as Contemptible CANADIAN–CANCER–SOCIETY and ONTARIO COLLEGE OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS.

THEY ARE ALL PART OF SAME ENVIRO–GANG !

These Gangs and Environmental–Terror–Alliances are often ONE–IN–THE–SAME GROUP.

SELF–PROCLAIMED MANDATE OF REPUGNANT CAPE

CAPE is an Environmental–Terror–Organization that has claimed to be ...

« The national voice of physicians on issues of health and the environment. »

In fact, the PRINCIPAL MANDATE of Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment has been to ATTRACT MORE MEMBERS, MORE DONATIONS, and MORE PROFIT by SCAMMING THE PUBLIC WITH THE CONCOCTION OF FRAUDULENT LIES and UNPROVEN danger of using pest control products in the Urban Landscape.

Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment has fulfilled this mandate by giving FALSE and FRAUDULENT impression that the public is being exposed to cancer–causing agents whenever a pest control product is used in the Urban Landscape. [Wrong !]

Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment has CONSPIRED towards NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of conventional pest control products that are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE, and ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE.

Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment has also set its sights on ANNIHILATING the GOLF INDUSTRY !

Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment concocted MYTHS, DECEPTIONS, FEAR–MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES to RECRUIT unsuspecting people to their ENVIRONMENTAL–TERROR cause by DECEIVING them into believing that their children, and the public, are in some NON–EXISTENT danger with conventional pest control products.

FURTHER DESCRIPTION OF REPUGNANT CAPE

Many Environmental Terror organizations, like CAPE, were created for concealing the views of supposedly moderate professionals, such as physicians and health care workers in Ontario.

This was an attempt to mask their extremist views.

Such views have been evident within CAPE since one of its co–founders later became the first leader of extremist GREEN PARTY OF CANADA.

Moreover, CAPE has had aspirations of becoming a NATIONAL organization.
The issues surrounding pest control products provided CAPE with an UNBELIEVABLE opportunity to establish itself outside of Ontario, to recruit NEW members, and to attract MORE MONEY AND MORE POWER.

The leaders of CAPE wanted to expand their lucrative operation, ostensibly regardless of the cost to those industries that they conspired against.

Observers have deemed this as the ultimate form of GREED and DEPRAVED INDIFFERENCE.

**Principal Interests and Agendas of Repugnant CAPE**

The principal interests and agendas of the CAPE can be summarized into the two following categories —

**ONE** — The ACQUISITION AND RETENTION of massive amounts of WEALTH from government grants, the private sector, and individual memberships.

When given some power and money, many at CAPE felt compelled to impose their personal life-style choices on society.

They did so by mis-representing the existing facts, and hence gleefully avoiding SOUND SCIENCE in order to promote their cause.

**TWO** — The ACQUISITION AND RETENTION of FAME, CELEBRITY, AND POWER by many at CAPE who are narrow-minded and little people, who are laymen, and who do not even have high education, or who do not possess a degree of any kind.

These laymen felt compelled to make public appearances in laboratory coats.

Some presented themselves as medical doctors, or as experts in the Green Space Industry.

Let’s just say that some of them HAD ISSUES.

There can be no doubt that CAPE had become a highly PROFITABLE BUSINESS managed by very highly ambitious people.

CAPE is a MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR MONEY-MAKING MACHINE.

In addition, CAPE DOES NOT PAY TAXES because of its CHARITABLE or NON-PROFIT STATUS.

Moreover, many individual donations may be accepted IN CASH that may potentially become undisclosed revenue.

CAPE IS A BUSINESS-PERSON’S DREAM-COME-TRUE.

**Accomplishments of Repugnant CAPE**

Here are some of the things that CAPE deemed as its accomplishments —

1999 — The Canadian Guide to Health and the Environment ( University of Alberta Press ), a 392-page handbook that offered an overview of so-called environmental health threats and how citizens can effectively respond to them.
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2000  —  Canadian Coalition for Green Health Care, launched by CAPE, was a network of groups committed to reducing the environmental impact of the health care sector.

2001  —  Canadian Partnership for Children’s Health and Environment (CPCHE). CAPE was a founding member.

2002  —  Initiated by CAPE to change the environmental impact of Quebec CLSC health clinics.

2003  —  CAPE provided subversive testimony during the pesticide by-law hearings for City of Toronto prohibition of pest control products.

2006  —  Canadian Environment Award (Gold) was awarded to CAPE for its subversive cross-Canada pesticide education work. This award was provided by Canadian Geographic Magazine and Government of Canada.

2007  —  Virtuoso Award was awarded to CAPE, and provided by International Association of Business Communicators, for creating a subversive campaign to prohibit pest control products in London, Ontario.

2008  —  Shared Interest Award was given to CAPE by Citizens Bank of Canada for its general environmental protection work.

2008  —  CAPE played key role in the subversive lobbying of legislators of the Province of Ontario for the prohibition of pest control products.

**Activities of Repugnant CAPE**

Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment has given the FALSE and FRAUDULENT impression that the public is being exposed to cancer-causing agents whenever a pest control product is used in the Urban Landscape. [Wrong!]

Additionally, CAPE is DESPICABLE in its use of the image of children as «the ultimate weapon of terror» against the Green Space Industry.

CAPE DOES NOT use sound science in its criticism of pest control products.

CAPE frequently is ONLY able to provide information based upon JUNK SCIENCE instead of SOUND SCIENCE!

The following is a summary of some of the activities performed by CAPE in its capacity as an Environmental–Terror–Organization —

- Acquiring PROFIT through donations and grants.
- Acting as a CONDUIT for other Environmental–Terror–Organizations.
- Advertising using CHILDREN in a despicable manner as «the ultimate weapon of terror» against the Green Space Industry.
- Allying itself with other Environmental–Terror–Organizations.
- Appearing before the media.
- Attending medical conferences.
- Conspiring to PROHIBIT pest control products.
- Greening hospitals and health clinics.
- Influencing health-care workers and the public.
- LOBBYING–FOR–PROFIT government officials through SUBVERSION.
- Organizing public affairs SHIELD organizations.
- Participating in environmental conferences.
- Presenting ideas to parliamentary committees.
- PRODUCING–FOR–PROFIT video DVDs.
Promoting coercive policies that prohibit pest control products.

Providing INADEQUATE advice on turf & ornamental maintenance.

Publishing JUNK SCIENCE articles.

RECOMMENDING–FOR–PROFIT organic products.

Recruiting NEW MEMBERS across Canada (a priority).

Seeking private and government FUNDING (a priority).

SELLING–FOR–PROFIT grass seeds. (That’s right, grass seed!)

SPEAKING–FOR–PROFIT at various functions.

Supporting organic lawn care services.

Writing SUBVERSIVE letters to the editor.

REPUGNANT CAPE IS MORE KNOWLEDGEABLE THAN HEALTH CANADA?!?!

NO!

Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment conveniently considers the hundreds of qualified scientists of Health Canada’s respected Pest Management Regulatory Agency to be incompetent and/or incapable of arriving at correct scientific findings concerning conventional pest control products.

In order to allow SOUND SCIENCE to be effectively practiced, it would be preferable leave the interpretation of scientific research to those people who ARE competent to do it — HEALTH CANADA, and NOT CAPE.

NO pest control product can be sold or used until HEALTH CANADA’s scientists have evaluated ALL the existing evidence to determine whether the product meets stringent health and safety requirements.

Conventional pest control products are SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE since they have been scrutinized and approved by the HUNDREDS of expert scientists at HEALTH CANADA!

Overall, when they are used properly, there are NO harmful irreversible effects to health and the environment!

Despite CACOPHONY of LIES and MIS-INFORMATION CONCOCTED by CAPE, pest control products, such as 2,4-D, DO NOT cause cancer, which was the conclusion of the Health Canada’s respected Pest Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) in 2005, indicating that —

«the toxicological database does not suggest a carcinogenic risk». Pest control products used in the Urban Landscape, such as 2,4-D, are SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE!

Furthermore, NO regulatory agency on the planet has classified products like 2,4-D as a human carcinogen.

HISTORY OF REPUGNANT CAPE

The idea for Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment was conceived in Ottawa in 1993, and the organization was eventually established in Winnipeg in 1995.

The CAPE headquarters was later moved to Toronto.

The CAPE co-founders included —
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- **WARREN BELL** — Also former President of CAPE for almost a decade until 2005. Currently President of Medical Staff at Shuswap Lake General Hospital, British Columbia.
- **TEE GUIDOTTI** — He now resides in Washington.
- **TREVOR HANCOCK** — Also the first Leader of the extremist Green Party of Canada. (This explains A LOT about the CAPE penchant for environmental extremism!)
- **JEAN AHMED ZIGBY** — Vice-President of CAPE. Also Founder of Groupe Eco-Action in Montreal, Quebec.

**Membership of Repugnant CAPE**

Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment is composed of Enviro-Maniac-Health-Care-Workers and regular citizens; however, MOST CAPE MEMBERS ARE NOT EVEN PHYSICIANS.

In fact, CAPE represents an INFINITESIMALLY SMALL number of doctors.

CAPE merely represents LESS THAN 4 PER CENT of all doctors in Canada.

LESS THAN 4 PER CENT!

Moreover, CAPE was created for concealing the EXTREMIST VIEWS of supposedly moderate professionals, such as Enviro-Maniac-Health-Care-Workers (i.e. doctors and nurses).

Such views have been evident within CAPE since one of its co-founders later became the first leader of the extremist GREEN PARTY OF CANADA, which acts as the POLITICAL SHIELD organization for the Environmental-Terror-Movement.

Not surprisingly, NOT A SINGLE person in CAPE has ANY recognized expertise, training or background in matters concerning pest control products.

CAPE-Enviro-Maniacs have compensated for their lack of expertise by frequently resorting to MYTHS, DECEPTIONS, FEAR-MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, COERCION, MISCONCEPTIONS, THREATS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES about pest control products.

**Budget and Funding of Repugnant CAPE**

Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment is a MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR MONEY-MAKING MACHINE.

The cost of a CAPE membership is one hundred dollars per year.

Its operating budget appears to be less than 1,000,000 dollars per year with about a dozen employees.

Coincidentally, CAPE has been provided with large sums of money by private and public funding organizations during the period of time covering the public debates on the Toronto prohibition and the Ontario prohibition (2001-2008).

It is clear that the funds helped pay for infrastructures that were used to influence public policy concerning prohibition in Ontario.
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**Funding Details of Repugnant CAPE**

Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment is MASSIVELY FINANCED by government and private sources that provide their mere dozens of Enviro–Maniac–Activist employees and colleagues with SAFE, SECURE, GUARANTEED, and WELL–PAYING ENVIRO–TERROR–JOBS. (i.e. employed as Enviro–Maniac–Activist.)

The systematic prohibition of pest control products, despite the fact that they are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE, and ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE, is a means of making CAPE a RICH Environmental–Terror–Organization!

In 2001, CAPE created a FINANCIAL SHIELD in order to accept donations and grants. It was called CANADIAN HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT EDUCATION AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION (CHEER).

Coincidentally, CAPE was provided large sums of money during the period of time covering the public debates on the Toronto prohibition and the Ontario prohibition (2001–2008). It is clear that the funds helped pay for infra–structures that were used to influence public policy concerning the Cosmetic Pesticides Ban Act.

Here are some of the groups that funded CAPE —

- Alterna Savings
- Canadian Auto Workers (CAW)
- Canadian Cancer Society (CCS)
- Canadian Union of Postal Workers (CUPW)
- Canadian Union of Public Employees
- David Suzuki Foundation
- George Lunan Foundation
- THE ONTARIO TRILLIUM FOUNDATION (OTF)
- Laidlaw Foundation
- Ontario College of Family Physicians (OCFP)
- Pilkington–Henninger Charitable Trust
- The EJLB Foundation
- The London Community Foundation
- The McLean Foundation
- THE ONTARIO TRILLIUM FOUNDATION (OTF), the FINANCIAL SHIELD used by the Government of Ontario to supply money to the Environmental–Terror–Movement, 255,00 dollars (2002–2007)

**Funding of Repugnant CAPE by the Government of Ontario**

Here are more details on the financing of CAPE —

THE ONTARIO TRILLIUM FOUNDATION (OTF) is the FINANCIAL SHIELD used by the Government of Ontario to supply money to the Environmental–Terror–Movement.

CAPE was massively funded by TRILLIUM —

- 200,000 dollars over a three–year period to strengthen its operations across Ontario, and to increase its membership and long–term sustainability (2006–2007).

In other words, the government, through TRILLIUM, was secretly supplying CAPE with the financial ammunition that it needed to conspire to prohibit pest control products that were legal and safe.

According to the TRILLIUM Province–Wide Program 2002–2003, TRILLIUM funded CAPE for the following reasons —
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« $55,000 over three years to enable volunteers to contribute to policy development, public-awareness initiatives and practical projects that will advance understanding and action in the field of children’s environmental health. »

Furthermore, according to the Trillium Province–Wide Program 2006–2007, TRILLIUM funded CAPE for the following reasons —

« $200,000 over three years to reduce human exposure to toxic chemicals by strengthening the organization’s operations across Ontario, increasing its membership and long-term sustainability. »

In essence, hard–earned tax dollars obtained from the Green Space Industry were re–funneled by Basterd–Maniacs of THE ONTARIO TRILLIUM FOUNDATION to allow CAPE to further wreak its havoc.

Do we hear the phrase « our tax dollars working against us ??? »

For example, in 2007, CAPE was vigorously involved with a campaign to prohibit pest control products in LONDON, ONTARIO.

The CAPE campaign in LONDON was lavish, with a series of advertisements in local newspapers.

Here are some excerpts —

« London’s pesticide debate isn’t about politics. It’s about our kids. »

« London a Step Closer to Being Pesticide Free ! »

THE CONSEQUENCES OF ENVIRONMENTAL–TERROR IN CANADA

Once Canada became an UNSTABLE MARKET, and a HAVEN for ENVIRONMENTAL–TERROR activity, companies and investors began taking their operations ELSEWHERE.

This was especially true for the Pest Control Product Industry.

Canada no longer benefited from ANY additional investment regarding new and advanced technologies in pest control products.

The Canadian market was FINISHED as far as many chemical manufacturers were concerned.

That’s was it !

Game over !

Because of the PROHIBITION of pest control products, these manufacturers were TERRIFIED at the prospect of investing hundreds of millions of dollars on the research and registration of new and advanced products in an UNSTABLE Canada.

These manufacturers abhorred operating in a Canadian market made UNSTABLE by Environmental–Terrorism that could successfully PROHIBIT pest control products, despite the fact that they were FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE, and ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE.

Just like the companies that vacated the Province of Quebec in the 1970s because of a new separatist government, chemical manufacturers planned their EXODUS from Canada once PROHIBITION was fully implemented in Quebec in 2006.
STOPPING THE CARNAGE CAUSED BY MALICIOUS ENVIRO-MANIACS

In January 2010, the Green Space Industry outlined the list of CHARGES against the Government of Ontario and the Ministry of the Environment.

The legal proceedings were organized by Jeffrey P. Lowes and M–REP Communications.

Additionally, individual members of Environmental–Terror–Organizations also faced CHARGES under the Canadian Criminal Code.

By August 2010, M–REP Communications commenced CIVIL ACTION to recover the HORRENDOUS LOSSES caused by the PROHIBITION CONSPIRACY.

SUMMARY OF ALLEGED OFFENCES BY PROHIBITIONIST ENVIRO–MANIACS

●  133 charges and 29 culprits
●  Conspiring to prevent the supply of approved pest control products
●  Defrauding access to products
●  Misleading with peer-reviewed assessments, reports, and studies
●  Undermining the people and companies in Green Space Industry.

Let the Enviro–Basterds Feel the Terror of the Courts!

It is ironical that Enviro–Maniacs are feigning mock–outrage and mock–terror over 133 CRIMINAL CHARGES against 29 activists, who must now face the consequences for their actions.

These snivelling and crying Environmental–Basterds have themselves created HARM and TERROR against the Green Space Industry through their CONSPIRACY to NEEDLESSLY, SENSELESSLY, and MALICIOUSLY prohibit pest control products that are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE.

The DEPRAVED INDIFFERENCE of these Environmental–Basterds is itself a form of TERROR against the Green Space Industry.

As a reward for implementing Enviro–Terror, these Basterds have acquired some INFAMY, CELEBRITY, and POWER, and have attracted MILLIONS OF DOLLARS to their coffers.

The DEPRAVED INDIFFERENCE of these Environmental–Basterds has led to LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT, inflicting TERROR, DESPAIR, and DESTINATION ON THOUSANDS of hapless victims throughout the Green Space Industry.

These Environmental–Basterds are experts in AVOIDING the consequences of their FEAR–MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, DECEPTIONS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES regarding pest control products.

These Environmental–Basterds have gone to great lengths to create SHIELD ORGANIZATIONS in order to ensure that NO actions could be attributed to them personally.
When faced with the consequence of CRIMINAL CHARGES, these snivelling and crying Environmental–Basterds run to the Government of Ontario for help.

These Environmental–Basterds oppose SLAPP, which is an ACRONYM meaning Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation.

According to Enviro–Maniac–Activists, SLAPP is a lawsuit that intends to censor, intimidate, and silence them with the burden of the cost of a legal defence until they abandon their criticism or opposition.

The self–serving Enviro–Maniac–Activists have CONVENIENTLY taken the position that SLAPP is a form of CENSORSHIP.

They are dismayed that the Government of Ontario has concluded that THEY HAVE BEEN HELPED ENOUGH, through THE ONTARIO TRILLIUM FOUNDATION.

It is ironical that Enviro–Maniac–Activists will defend themselves in court with the millions of dollars acquired from THE ONTARIO TRILLIUM FOUNDATION.

It is ironical that Enviro–Maniac–Activists, who themselves have terrorized countless numbers of victims, now feel terrorized themselves.

Still unrepentant, Environmental–Maniac–Activists are SCORNFULLY DEROGATORY and MALICIOUSLY RETALIATORY towards anyone who does not agreed with their dogma.

They are Master–Terrorists !

Enviro–Maniac–Activists have gone so far as to have people terminated from their employment.

They are Master–Terrorists !

Enviro–Maniac–Activists have gone so far as to practice CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE, HARASSMENT, and VANDALISM against Professional Lawn Care Companies.

Enviro–Maniac–Activists ARE Master–Terrorists !

Enviro–Maniac–Activists have repeatedly claimed that they are the SOLE DISPENSER OF THE WHOLE TRUTH regarding pest control products.

And ... they RETALIATE against any of their detractors.

Enviro–Maniac–Activists are also Intellectual–Terrorists !

By challenging the dogma of Enviro–Maniac–Activists, it does not mean that you are endangering the future of our planet. Not according to them !

What we are dealing with here is not the intellectual superiority of Enviro–Maniac–Activists, but rather, INTELLECTUAL TERRORISM !

Intellectual AND Environmental Terrorism !

Enviro–Maniac–Terrorist–Basterds are MASTERS in the art of TERRORIZING the Green Space Industry, as well as the public at large.

Enviro–Maniac–Terrorist–Basterds have made an enemy of the Green Space Industry. They must now face the consequences for their actions. Let them feel the Terror of the Courts !
In Canada ... The leading SUBVERSIVE LUNATIC Environmental Terror Organizations are demanding ... NO Prohibition Exception for Golf!

William H. Gathercole & NORAHG | force.of.de.nature@gmail.com | Force Of Nature
NO PROHIBITION EXCEPTION FOR GOLF
NO PROHIBITION EXCEPTION FOR GOLF
NO PROHIBITION EXCEPTION FOR GOLF
THE GOLF INDUSTRY MUST IMMEDIATELY ADDRESS SIXTEEN CRITICAL ISSUES

TED WARNING: Regardless of its Exception Status in many jurisdictions, the Golf Industry faces some huge challenges because of its high degree of vulnerability concerning several public affairs issues. In order to successfully deter the malicious efforts of all Enviro–Maniac–Activists, the Golf Industry must immediately address the following sixteen critical issues.

1. The Golf Industry must cease focusing on the ineffective integrated pest management (IPM) strategies as the solution to its public affairs problems. Unfortunately, IPM has been designed to be applicable to the Agriculture Industry, and NOT the Golf Industry.

2. The Golf Industry must publicly divulge to the public all scientific information that ascertains that its chemicals are definitely «minimum-risk» or «reduced-risk».

3. The Golf Industry must publicly denounce the so-called green alternatives to conventional pest control products as bogus, and the biological–natural–organic methods, as almost ineffective and non-existent.

4. The Golf Industry must create a fully transparent database for right-to-know information concerning its chemicals.

5. The Golf Industry must directly and actively support litigation launched against those enviro–maniac–activists that have conspired to prohibit federally legal, scientifically safe, totally irreplaceable, and absolutely indispensable pest control products, and cease being a mere casual observer.

6. The Golf Industry must explain why some of its chemicals are prohibited by other nations, but not in Canada, and cease its wasteful «Wag The Dog» policies on irrelevant issues such as saving quintozene, which was ill-fated.

Background Information from an Independent Perspective — In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) concluded that the risks when using quintozene were substantial from an environmental standpoint. The EPA concluded that the re-registration of quintozene was acceptable provided that ALL TURF USES WERE TERMINATED. In view of the many questions concerning the safety of quintozene, it would seem preferable that the Golf Industry withdraw its petition in support of this ingredient. Moreover, by defending a product associated with serious health, environmental, and turf phytotoxicity issues, the Golf Industry has weakened its credibility. The Pest Management Regulatory Agency of
Health Canada (PMRA) followed with the same decision as the EPA by prohibiting the sale of quintozene beyond 2010. The Manufacturing Industry WILL NOT defend quintozene. Furthermore, the Manufacturing Industry will NO LONGER invest in ANY pest control products in Canada, since it abhors operating in markets made UNSTABLE by TERRORISM, whether political or Environmental.

7. The Golf Industry must vigorously embark on a massive public relations campaign to stop the proposed scheme by Enviro–Maniac–Activists and National Democratic Party of Canada threatening a national prohibition of pest control products. NDP is the political shield for the Environmental–Terror–Movement.

8. The Golf Industry must review and justify its current and extensive array of chemicals.

9. The Golf Industry must plan for the inevitable and total revocation of its exception status in most jurisdictions across Canada, in two to four years. The Golf Industry will lose many or ALL of its valued and necessary pest control products.

10. The Golf Industry must provide the public with scientific information supporting the idea that its innovative management practices may slightly reduce the use of pest control products.

11. The Golf Industry must develop and publish golf maintenance protocols and the performance standards expected by its playing customers. So far, the Golf Industry has been ridiculously inconsistent in defining «suitable playing surfaces».

12. The Golf Industry must scientifically define and publically discredit the misleading term «Organic Golf Course», and establish policies for expelling clubs using this inaccurate and misleading term from its trade associations.

13. The Golf Industry must very strongly address and discredit the misconceptions concerning imidacloprid, chlorothalonil, 2,4-D, and other chemicals.

14. The Golf Industry must terminate all relationships with Environmental–Terror–Organizations like the Contemptible–Canadian–Cancer–Society, World–Wildlife–Fund, and others. All related charitable tournaments that provide financial donations and support to these Environmental–Terror–Organizations must be suspended and redirected.

15. The Golf Industry must oppose the loathsome and ridiculous Golf Canada (formerly RCGA) that raises millions of dollars for the Millionaire–Canadian–Cancer–Society, an Environmental–Terror–Organization that uses this money in its conspiracy to prohibit of federally legal, scientifically safe, totally irreplaceable, and absolutely indispensable conventional pest control products.

16. The Golf Industry must openly and financially support political candidates that oppose any prohibition of pest control products.
Force Of Nature presents THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Resisting Against Huje that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAH). It is a series of Reports destined for the Green Space Industry, the Environmental Terror Movement, Governments, and the Media, nationwide across Canada, the United States, and overseas. The information presented in Force Of Nature has been developed for the education and entertainment of the reader by providing a sequence of historical events WITH COMMENTARY. The neutrality of these Reports might be disputed.

Huje is a term used to describe Enviro Maniac Activists that routinely concoct FEAR MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, DECEPTIONS, TERRORS, and PARAOID CONSPIRACIES that are DESIGNED TO SCAM and DECEIVE the public into believing there is some NON-EXISTENT danger with conventional pest control products. Huje also SCAM and DECEIVE Government Officials into the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of conventional pest control products that are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE, and ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE.

All information, excerpts, and pictures contained in this Report were found somewhere on the Internet, and may be considered in the public domain, serving one of the following purposes — archive, education, promotion, publicity, or press release. The events, characters, companies, and organizations, depicted in this Report are not always fictitious. Consequently, Nova Scotia Government Officials, living or dead, may not be confidential. Force Of Nature is TOTALLY INDEPENDENT of any trade association or business operating within the Green Space Industry. Don't thank us. It's a public service.

And we are glad to do it.

Force Of Nature, and its various incarnations, is the brainchild of William H. Gathercole and his entourage. Mr. Gathercole is a principal FOUNDER of the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry in BOTH Ontario and Quebec. He holds a master's degree in Agriculture from the UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH, and a Bachelor of Science degree from McGAU UNIVERSITY. He has worked in virtually all aspects of the Green Space Industry, including GOLF, PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE, and CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, and has served in public affairs, workplace safety, and environmental concerns for hundreds and thousands of turf managers and technicians. Mr. Gathercole has also been an agricultural agronomist. For many years, Mr. Gathercole was a contributing columnist for TURF & Recreation Magazine, Canada's Turf and Grounds Management Authority. Mr. Gathercole is now retired from Force Of Nature, although his name continues to appear as the FOUNDER. Mr. Gathercole is personally credited for crafting the Golf Industry Exception Status, that forever changed the global landscape. He has trained, instructed, and consulted with thousands of turf managers and technicians. For FIFTEEN YEARS, the strategies designed and implemented by Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues guaranteed the control of Environmental Terror for the entire Modern Green Space Industry across Canada. Mr. Gathercole's involvement in Environmental Issues reached a fevered pitch in the 1990s, when he orchestrated, with his colleagues, legal action against the Forces of Environmental Evil in the Town of Hudson, Quebec. Mr. Gathercole is the ONLY TRUE RELIABLE WITNESS of the Hudson Affair.

Mr. Gathercole and his entourage have followed the evolution of ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM for over a quarter century. Through Force Of Nature, Enviro Maniac Activist Huje are identified on the basis of their statements, activities, and misdeeds. Force Of Nature is a unified effort throughout the Green Space Industry. The use of the terms Maniac, Culprit, Terrorist, or Basterd are not accusations of any legal wrong doing. Force Of Nature is simply holding Enviro Maniac Activists accountable for conspiring to change public policies that TERRORIZE, HARM, and THREATEN the Green Space Industry. These pretentious prohibitionist rants have created LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT, inflicting DESPAIR and DESTITUTION for THOUSANDS of hapless victims throughout the Green Space Industry. The DEPRAVED INDIFFERENCE of Maniac Culprit Terrorist Basterd Huje is viewed as a form of TERROR, HARM, and THREAT against the Green Space Industry.

Every word a CAPE–Enviro–Basterd writes is a lie and a deception, including ‘and’ and ‘the’